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PLACE SIGNS IN THE INDUS SCRIPT 

by 

Iravatham Mabadevan 

).1 This paper presents a rcvised version of my earlier and tentative inter
pretation of some of the signs of the Indus Script, which appear to be ideograms 
.representing the 'city' and its major constituent parts (D .. nidian Parallels in Proto
Indian Script, Journal of Tami! Studies, Vol. 2, No. I, 1970:157). 

1.2 The interpretations proposed in the present paper arc based on certain 
assumptions regarding the nature of the Indus Script and its probable linguistic 
affinities. While it is not possible to go into these wider and still umesolved ques
tions within the brief scope of this paper, it may still be useful to summarise, 
at leas! axiomatically, the assumptions which are basic to the present model: 

(i) Like otber early pictographic scripts of the Bronze Age, tbe Indus 
Script also appears to be a mixed writing system, consisting of 
ideographic signs with word values and phonetic signs wi th word 
or syllabic values. 

(ii) The Indus Script still remains undeciphered and we do not yet have 
any clues to recognize the phonetic signs in tbe script. 

(iii) It is therefore more profitable in the present state of our knowledge 
of the script to concentrate on signs which appear prima facie to be 
ideograms depicting clearly recognizable objects or concepts. 

(iv) Ideograms are picture·signs which [epresent not merely the concrete 
objects shown in the pictures, but also any idea or concept as"ociated.: 
with, Or suggested by sucb objects. Ideograms, by definition, cannot 
be phoneticised, but possess the advantage of being understood <J¥-ect
ly. Thus if their meaning or significance can somehow be recognized, 
it may still become possible to comprehend the conteu of the inscrip
tions in wbich such ideograms occur. 
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(v) Ideograms in the Indus Script may be recognized by the following 
lines of evidence: 

(3) SeJf-evideot pictograms of clearly recognizable objects or 
concepts. 

(b) Graphic parallels from early pictographic script,. 

(c) Lingoistic and historical· parallels from later Indian traditions 
which may be expected to have preserved elements of the 
Harappan civilization. Such evidence may be available from 
both Indo·Aryan and Dravidian sources and can be explained 
on tbe basis of the substratum influence of the Harappan 
language and culture. 

(d) Textual analysis based on frcquency and distribution of signs 
and tlieir functional characteristics. 

(vi) There arc sevcral converging lines of eVidence to indicate that the lang
uage of the Indus Script is probably Dravidian. It is therefore 
legitimate, at least as a working hypothesis, to search for Dravidian 
parallels to ascertain the probable meaning of lhe ideograms and to 
detennine the broad linguistic and hislorical context ofthe inscriptions. 
It is however necessary to emphasise that the interpretations proposed 
here do not amount te a decipherment of the Indus Script. The 
ideographic identifications are still tentative and lbe proposed Dra
vidian parallels are frankly speculative. The objective of the cxcr· 
cise is to seek meaningful and coherent patterns in the inscriptions, 
which would hopefully lead to accumulation of evidence and point 
to the direction of further progress. 

2.1 Before I proceed to deal with the individual signs star.ding for 'cily' 
and related concepts, it is relevant to introduce the notion that the basic uniformity 
in Harappan town-planning as revealed by archaeological excavations is but a renec
tion of the Harappan world view. A typical Harappan city is a meticu.lously 
planned and highly conscious architectural creation with grid-like streets oriented 
towards the four card inal directions and with a fortified citadel on a high artificial 
terrace in the west dominating the lower city to the east. Judging from the public 
character of the large buildings found within the citadel at Mohenjodaro, thete is 
little doubt that the citadel was the seat of authority and tbe power centre in the 
Hamppan polity. While the Indus civilization was unique in many respects, a rchaeo· 
logical evidence is not inconsistent with the notion tbat it shared the world view of 
contemporary hieratic city states of the Bronze Age. After reviewing the evidence, 
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Morlimc~ Wheeler has co~cillded lhat " lhe geA~ral . iu<!!.o:atiO!l of a 
combined kingly and priestly rule fits the habit of tpc third Millennium" (The Indus 
CiviliZJItion, 1966 :18). Joseph Campbell has pointed out how the form and ccncept 
of the ~hieratic city staLe, the city of God, conceived as a 'mesocosm' or 'socioloiical 
middle cosmos' (ibat is, as an earthly imitation of the cosmic order of the macro
cosm) emerged as a seminal concept in the Tigris-Euphrates region towards the end 
of Lhe Fourth Millennium B. C. and spread eastwards and westwards along tbe 
trails of the earlier Neolithic cultures, carrying with it "the wonderful, life-organizing 
assemblage of ideas and principles including those of kingship, mathematics and 
calendrical astronomy" to inspire the later civilizations of Egypt, Crete, the lndus 
Valley, China and possibly even Peru and Middle America. Campbell has also 
drawn pointed alieni ion La th~ conceplion of the walled city symbolised by the 
design of the 'Quartered Circle' and hoas linked it to the earlier ceramic designs 
of circles, eros<, rosette and svastika of the Late Neolithic period (Primitive 
Mythology, 1960:144). 

2.2 It sccms therefore likely thai the major concepts around which the 
Harappan city was organized and which were faithfully reflected in its architecture, 
would also figure prominently in the inscriptions of tbe period. ludgillg from 
parallels found in contemporary pictographic scripts, it is also probable Ihat important 
places and institutions like ci ty, palace, lemple, etc. would be represented by ideo
gram. rather than by phonetic signs in the Indus Script. 

2.3 Plnce signs in pictographic scripts lend to aSSUme characteristic rect
angular Or circu lar shapes representing enclosures and plans or clevations of struct
IIres of various kinds. A careful study of the gmphic variants of Ihe signs in the 
Tndus Script has shown that place signs in this script generally exhibit lhree equi
valent forms, namely, rectangular, 'rhomboid and oval (Mahadevan, The Indus 
Script, 1977:785). It appears that the acute pressure of space on seals caused 
Ihe evoluLion of forms from rectangnlar to rhomboid and oval sbapes conforming 
10 the general pattern of tall and narrow signs in the Indus Script. 

2.4 Textual analysis of the lndus in~criptions provides further ciues 10 

the idenlification of plnce signs in this script. Tn accordance with universa l usage, 
seal texts arc likely to contain the owners' names. We know from later historic.~1 
inscriptions, especially in the Dravidian languages, that place names precede personal 
names. Many of the Indus texis begin witb one or the other of some standard open
ing formulae or phrases which appear to be regularly placed before names but 
which are too few to be part of personal names. Hence the opening phras~s of the 
texts are likely to contain place names. This supposition receives furtber contir
mation from the appearance of tbe small super-script suffixes aceompanying the 
place signs and functionin g like grammatical particles (inflections or casc-endings) 
connecting the preceding place signs witb the succeeding parts of the texts contain-
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ing personal names. Since however the Same opening pbrases are found at nil 
major sites, tbey cannot be identified with the name of any particular Harappan 
city. The place signs must then refer to important places or institutions present 
in every major Harappan city, for example, citadel, lower city, palace, temple, 
granary etc. 

3. Ideogram for 'city': 

3.1 A place sign which can be identified easily and with conJidence is 
the 'Quartered Circle', precisely identical with the Egyptian ideogram for 'city' 
'town' or 'village'. Fig. I compares the Egyptian and the Indus forms of the sign. 
(References to sources for illustrations are grouped together at the end of the paper). 

00 1J ® @ 
A fJ c D 

Fig. I. Ideograms for 'City' 

The signs illustrated in Fig. I nrc basically pictograms depicti ng an 'cn 
closure' wi th four 'quarters' or 'blocks' of the 'city' formed by X-shaped, intersecting 
'cross-roads'. While the Egyptian ideogram (Fig. ID) is always circular in shape, 
the corresponding Indus ideogram assumes characteristic rectangular (IA), rhom
boid (1 B) or oval (I C) shapes. The rectangular design shown in Fig. I A does not 
occur as a sign in the inscriptions, but appears as a pictographic motif on some 
of the sq uare stamp seals without texts. It is also likely that the 'Quartered Circle' 
motif is the basic component of the charncteristic Harappan ceramic design of 
the intersecting circles (variants of this des ign arc illustrated in A Study of the Har
.ppao Pottery, Manchanda, 1972: 347). If this presumption is true, we can inter
pret this famous ceramic design as representing the 'City of Four Quarters' or at a 
deeper level, as symbolising the Cosmic Order governing the 'World of Four 
Quarters or Regions.' 

3.2 It is interesting that Old Tamil bas preserved an expression for 'city' 
which seems specifically to connote the idea of a plol/lled settlement and etymologi
cally connected with the word for 'order, regularity.' 

paaLi: (Ta.): temple town, city, town of an agricultural tract, hermitage. 
"'(DED 3383). 

paaL;: (Ka.) : row, line, regularity, regular order or way, method, rule. 



paadi: (Te.): Justice, propriety, nature, quality, 
puJi: (skl.): row, line, range. 

(DED 3384) 
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(,-DED : Dravidian Etymological Dictionary, BurrolY and Emenerru, 
Oxford, 1961.) 

I have carlier drawn atlenlion to the legends connected with the ancient 
name of paaLi in Old Tamil works (Dravidian Paral!els, 3.14). The remote ancestors 
of the Velir stored go ld in their city called paaLi (Akam, 375). The city was surround
ed by walls which shone like copper (Akam, 372). The city was Dear a hill called 
eeL-il (lit., 'Seven Houses' ; Akam, J 52.) These references SCfm to imply that paaLi 
may be a much more ancient place than its later namesake located in Ko.nkaDam 
to the northwest of the Tamil Country traditionally associated with tbe Velir 
(Dr.,·idian parallels, Excursus A) . Indeed paaLi may represent not only the concepts 
or planned city or orderly government (DED 3383 and 3384) but also the Cosmic 
Order itself, ideas which take uS to the Harappan times and even beyond. 

3.3 There is an ancient tradition that the Chalukyas of Vatapi sported 
a flag called paali -dlm.ja which, according to the records mentioning it, was the 
insignia of supreme dominion or overlordship. Aadipuraana (Skt.), of Jina Sena
charya, the preceptor of the Rashtrakuta King, Amoghavarsha J (814-870 A.D.), 
explains that paaJi-dhvaja did not mean any particular kind of flag, but denoted an 
array of flags in rows and lines in the fo ur directions (Mahalingam, T . V., Sor th 
Indian Polity, 88). It appears that this explanation is merely based 0 11 the meaning 
of pasli ('row, line') after lbe real significance of the flag was forgotten. However 
the preservation of the detail about the ' four directions' re"eals that the flag probably 
featured originally a motif based on the 'City of Four Quarters.' 

3.4 There is an even more interesting survival of the concept of the 'City 
o f Four Quarters' in Old Tamil Tradition. Madurai, the Tamil City par excellence, 
was sometimes referred to as naaN-maada-k-kuudal (Kali., 92:65), lite'rally ' lhe 
Junction of Four Terraces ' (so interpreted by Naccinarkld niyar, Pre-Polla"an Tamil 
Index). The expression seems to be an exact desoription of the cooce~t of the 'City 
of FOllr Quarters' as graphically depicted by the Indus ideogram (Fig. I .). . 
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4. Ideogram for 'palace' 

4.1 Tbe Egyptian ideogram or determinative for 'Palace and the 
<:orre,pon1i ng Indus ideographic variants ar< ilI ustr ated 10 Fig. 2. 

Cd [g 0 0 
A e C 0 

Fig. 2. Ideograms for 'Palace' 

The pictogram depicts in plan a ' bouse' within a n 'enclosure' and wi tb a 
large 'courtyard ' in front. The Egyptian ideogram or determinative (2A) is al
ways rectangular but has variants showing the 'house' in any of the four Corners 
of the 'enclosure' and bas the meani.ngs 'castle, mansion, palace, temple, or tomb.' 
The corresponding Indus ideogram occurs with the usual variant forms. namely rect
angular (2B), rhomboid (2C) and oval (2D) shapes. Bya lucky chance, the 
exact Egyptian form is fouad preserved as the opening sign of a clay seal impression 
from Kalibangan (2B). It is certa in that tbe graphic variants shown in Fig. 2B, C 
and D have the same meaning as tbey occur in identical texts as illustrated in Fig. 3. 

'f 1/ [9 " 

I 1// 
A 

r IIII 
II 0 

B 

r 1111 
1/ 0 E:J 

C 

F ig. 3. Texts Commencing witb 'Palace' Ideogram 

-
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4.2 It is Instructive to compare the morphograpby of the indus ideograms 
for 'city and 'palace' (Fig.4). 

[gg1 %> @ 
A B C 

[9 ~ 0 0 
D E F 

Fig. 4. Comparison of 'City' and 'Palace' ideograms 

The upper line in the figure shows the graphic variations of the 'city' sign 
(A,B,C) while tb.e lower line depicts the corresponding forms of the 'palace' sign 
(D,E,F). If the graphic design of the forms in the upper line can be regarded as 
representing the 'City of Four Quartors' , the design of tb.e forms in the lower line 
can be interpreted as depicting tile Quarter, tbat is, tbe 'Principal Quarter' of the 

. cily, which in the Harappan context can be none. other than the citadel, 
tho most prominent and dominant quarter of the H a r ap pan city. 
Viewed in this manner, my earlier interpretation of the ideogram as 
representing the citadel is probably not far off the mark (Dravidian Parall
els, 3.12). However I no longer accept the Finnish identification of tbe sign as 
representing a 'conch' in view of the evidence presented above relating to the mor
phology of the sign . I now consider that the sign may represent either the 'palace', 
or in a more extended sense, the 'citadel complex' (within whose area the palace a.nd 
the temple must bave been situated). In either case, this sign represents the scat of 
authority or the power centre in the liarappan polity. 

4.3 This deduction receives strong confirmation from textual analysis, The 
'palace' ideogram .is by far the most frequent opening sign in the initial position in 
the texts, suggesting that it represents the most important institution in the Harappan 
polity. It is therefore very satisfyi.ng to find morpbographic and ideographic evi
dence to equate the sign with the 'palace', or more generally with. the palace:temple
citadel complex constituting the seat of authority in the Harappan polity. It is 
remarkable that authority in the Harappan polity is indicated by an impersonal 
ideogram referring to the 'palace' rather than to a 'king'. Perhaps Harappall ruler
ship was oligarchic. In any case we can interpret the seal-texts commencing witb 
thi s sign as referring to officials or functionaries acting in the name of the 'palace'. 
It is of course not necessary that tbese officials resided in the palace or within tbe 
citadel. The presence of large and even palatiaLhouses in the city outside the ci tadel 
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and tbe discovery of large numbers of seals with the 'palace'idcogrant from the lower 
city would illdicate that the officials or functionaries using such seals re .idcd in various 
parts of tbe city. 

4.4 II is well known that the tille 'Pharaoh' of the ancient Egyptian rulers 
literally mean t 'G reat House', fronl pr o 'house' (Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, 
1973:75), Since lhe Indus seals also refer to lhe 'palace' ralher thaD to a ' king,' a 
sl~ucll was made to identify a Dravidian parallel expression deriving the conccpt c f 
rulersllip front the institulion of lhe ' palace'. Consider the following cnlries ill 
D ED 8: 

aka-III: house, place, inside 
aka~uu: wjthin, in Lhc house 
aka-tt-aaN: master of tbe bouse, householder 

According lo old Tamil tradition, Akatliyan (Skt., Ag:lStya) W:IS a s.~ge who 
waS the progenitor of the Tamil race and language and was the leader of the Velir 
migrution from lhe north into the Tamil country (M . Raghava Iyenga r, Vcelbir-,.r.
JaaT"1 1964, wilh references lo Old Tamil Works; see also my Dravidian Parallels, 
Excursus A). 1n the light of the parallels from Egyptian usage and tbe Indus ideogram, 
it is perhaps possible to derive akalliyaN from aka-llu with the meaning of 'insider' 
or ' he of the (Great) House'. 1 do nol of course suggest that Akauiyan was the name 
of a historical person or even of a dynasty. But as the name of the epon) mous 
anceSlor of the Tamils of remote anliquity, the expression may well bave referred to 
a ruling cl:lSs with ilS authority eenlred 'i nside' n' palace-temple-citadel complex. 

4.5 The idenlification proposed above can be corroborated from lextual 
evidence. The most frequent opening in the Indus texIs is the 'palace' sign, and lhe 
most frequent temlinal sign is lbe 'jar' sign (Mahadevan, The Indus Script, 1977, sign 
list. nO. 342). I have suggested elsewhere tbat the 'jar' sign is a piclogram depicling 
a 'sacrificial vessel' and idcographically representing the concept of 'priest'. (Maha
devan, Terminal Ideograms ill the Indus Script, Seminar on Harappan Archaeology, 
1979, in press). The most ancient word for ' pries t' in Dravidian is probably to be 
derived from the rool vcelh ' 10 pray' (DED 4548)and 'to perform sacrifices'(DED 4561) 
Howeyer even by the time of the Sangam Age (around the lurn of the Christian Era), 
this primary meaning seems to have been forgotten and the noun reelh came lo mean 
'a petty ruler, chief' (DED 4562), as a result of semantic shift rrom 'priest-ruler to 
'ruler'. The juxtaposition of the signs for 'palace' (aka-ttu) and 'jar'/ 'priest' 
(veclb) in the lndus tcxts reminds us of the following legends: 

(a) Akattiyan (Agastya) W:lS born miraculously from a 'jar' and was 
hence known as the 'jar-born" (Kuta-muni, Kumbha - Sambhnva 
elc.). This ancient myth is found even in the Rigveda (vii:33). 
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(b) Akattiyan led a migration of the eighteen families of tbe 
Velir from the north into the Tamil Country (NaccinarkJcjniyar on 
Tolkaappiyam, paayiTam, porulh., 34) 

The evidence collected above makes it likely that the 'palace' ideogram 
followed by a super-script suffix at the commencement of the Indus texts corresponds 
approximately to the Dravidian expression aka-Itu with the meaning 'of tbe (Great) 
House or Palace', and used attributively wilh the names of persons or instituitions 
connected wi th the palace. 

5. Ideograms for 'cnclosure' 

5.1 There seem to be two different ideograms in the Indus Script witb the 
broad .. nse of 'enclosure', both with Egyptian graphic parallels. 

5.2 Fig. 5 illustrates one of these ideograms. 

LJ D 0 '. 
A B C 

0 0 (._. ) 
0 E F 

Fig. 5. Ideograms for 'Enclosure ' 

Fig, SA is the Egyptian ideogram or determinative for a 'house' , 11 
depicts the plan of a 'house' showing the 'outer walls' and the 'fIltranef', Fig 5B 
is one of the variant signs in the Proto-Sinaitic Semitic Script (c. J 800-J 500 B.C) 
depicting a 'house' (beth) and used as a phonetic sign with the value b. It is generally 
considered to be derived from the Egyptian 'house' sign; but an independent origin 
cannot be ruled out in view of the simplicity of the design (,four walls, ') The corres
ponding Indus ideogram shows the usual variations of rectangular (sq, rhomboid 
(SD) and oval (5E) shapes, The equivalence of these Ihreeforms can be established 
from parallel texts, The pair of 'hrackets' illustrated in Fig. SF does not occur as 
an independent sign, but only as a Jigalured eJement in compound signs, It is pro
bable that the 'brackets' are derived from splitting up the oval form in Fig, 5E in 
two equal halves for accommodating other signs in between to form ligatures. Rhomb
oid or oval forms are also used to form ligatures with other signs placed within the 
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outline or enclosure. It is noteworthy that this ideogram occu.rs more often in com
binatiou with other signs tban alone. Thus it appears to fuuclion as an attribute LO 
no mes of persons or institutions to ind icate that they belonged to an 'enclosure' . 

5.3 The nature of the 'enclosure' can pc inferred from a comparison of 
the morphography of Lhe 'palace' and 'enclosure ' signs (Fig. 6). 

A 
o 

B 
o 

c 

o o 
E 

o 
Fig. 6. Comparison of 'Palace' and 'Enclosure' ideograms 

It is seen lbat the forms in the upper line (A, B, C) show the ' palace' wi thin 
an 'enclosure' whi le the forms in the lower line (D,E,F) show the 'enclosure ' alone 
wilbout the ·palace'. Thus the meani ng of the ideogram in the lower line appears 
lo be 'enclosure around the palace' . It is proix1bly used a5 an attribute of institu
tions within the fortifi ed citadel and of persons in tbe service of the palace or other 
institutions within tile palace - temple - citadel complex. 

5.4 Old Tamilliterilture has several words for palace servants o r attenqants 
derived from aka-Itu or aka·mpu meaning 'inside (for(, palace o r house)' . 
some examples are aka-tt-ooN (OED 8), aka-It-adimai, aka-tt-adiyaalb, s.ka
ttonMu, akampadi etc. (Tamil Lexicon). From this evidence it ap pears likely 
that while Ihe 'palace' sign (Fig. 2) IVns associated with the ruli ng classes, the 'enclos
ure' sign (Fig. 5) related to minor fu nctionaries like palace servants and altendants_ 
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5.5 Another type of 'enclosure' is depicted by tlJe ideograms illustrated 
in Fig. 7. 

A c 

9 
o 

Fig. 7. Ideograms for 'Enclosed Courtyerd' 

Fig. 7A is the Egyptian uni·consonantal sign with the phonetic value h • 
Fig. 7D is a cursive variant found in some early Egyptian inscriptions. F ig. 78 
and 7C arc other related Egyptian determinatives or ideograms representing walled 
enclosures. The Indus ideogram (7E) is closely related [0 tlJe Egyptian curved 
variant (7D). Pictographically the signs appear to represent an 'enclosure' with 
a narrow, restricted entry or passage formed by the overlapping of the surrounding 
walls. This motif is probably very ancient deriving from Neolithic wooden palisades 
or reed shelters around human settlements or cattlepens. The broad sense of the 
Indus ideogram may be similar to Egyptian, that is, some kind of an enclosure or 
cnclosed courtyard or area associated with t he pa.lace. 

5.6 The whorl-like shape of the Indus ideogram suggests the appropriate 
Dravidian 'enclosure' words looking to the Toot cuuL '"to surround, encompass' 
(DED 2223). The selection of tbis root is also inOuenced by the fact that Old Tamil 
literature has preserved several cognates with the specific meanings of (i) areas or 
places 'around' a palace, (ii) Counsellors or mini~ters who 'surround,' tbe king, and 
(iii) service uDder the king or in the temple. Some examples are listed below: 

cuulraka-irukk.3i 
uLa, uLi, uLai « .cuuL) 

uuLiynO.l « .cuuL) 
cuuL 
cuuLcci-t-tunbaivar, 
cuuL-ValJoor , 
euuLvoor 

a fortified capital (Tamil Lcxi.con). 
place, especially ~bout a king, 
circumstances (DED 588). 

palace or temple service (DED 646). 
to counsel (DED 2257). 

ministers, counsellors (Tamil Lexicon). 

The literary evidence suggests that the ideogram was employed in the [ndus 
texts probably to denote the 'surrounding' area or the 'court' around the palace as 
well as [he 'courtic..,,' like ministers and counsellors who 'surrou nded' tbe rulet aDd 
constituted his 'court'. 
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6. Ideogram for 'Assembly' or 'Meeling Place' 

6.1 We may now consider the plare signs illustrated in Fig. 8: 

o 
A B c o 

[OJ Q n 
E F G 

Fig. S. Ideograms for 'Place of Assembly' 

The forms illustrated in Fig. 8A to 0 are from the early Sumerian Script 
and those in Fig. 8E t<> G are the forms of the corresponding Indus ideogram. (The 
rectangular form in Fig. 8E does not occur in the inscriptions and is conjecturally 
drawn on the basis of analogy with the variant forms of other place signs in the lndus 
Scrip!.) While the 'city' sign (illustrated in Fig. 1) shows the 'enclosure' outside and 
the 'streets' inside, the present sign reverses the arrangement. J now consider Ihat 
my earlier interpretation of the sign as 'streets outside the city' to be less likely 
(Dravidian Parallels, 5.10). The Sumerian signs represent a 'wnlled city' (A to C) or 
'sanctuary' (0). On this basis I now interpret the Indus ideogram as representing 
some important place in the city at the crossroads, probably a common place for 
meeting or assembly. 

6.2 Old Tamil works nave preserved three expressions for a meeting place 
or asseD\bly, viz., (i) ampalam (OED 145), potiyil (from potu, 'common', DED 3684) 
and maNTu (OED 3913). While all the three terms provide apt parallels, r think 
that pOliyil (from potu·iI: 'common house') comes closest to the ideographic motif. 
The association of Akattiyan with Potiyil (supposed to be a bill where the sage eter
naUy resides) tends to confirm this identification. 
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7. Ideograms. for 'streets' or 'cluarters' 

7.1 The 'cross-roads' signs ill the Indus Script may be compared wilb tbe 
gral'hic analogues in other pictographic scripts (Fig. 9) : 

)~< 
A B D 

Fig. 9. Ideograms fo r 'Streets, Quarters' 

Fig. 9A and B illustrate respectively the Sumerian and the Chinese ideograms 
for 'cross-roads' . It is very likely that the corresponding Indus ideograms (Fig.9C&D) 
have the same significance of 'streets' or 'quarters'. However textua l evidence 
shows that while the Indus ideograms in Fig. 9C and D resemble cach other, they 
are not mere graphic variants. The 'closed cross-roads' sign (9D) appears most 
often as an opening sign in the inscriptions followed by a super-script suffix. Tho 
'open cross roads' signs (9C) is rarely seen at the beginning but has a grcater 
overall frequency. [interpret the evidence thus: The 'closed cross-roads' ideogram 
(9D) represents streets or quar ters which werc guarded and had restric ted access. 
They were perhaps the quarters of the elite of lhe city (nobles or priests). The 'open 
cross roads' ideogram (9C), by contrast, depicts the quarters oftllO ordinary citizem. 
Such an interpretation satisfies both graphic and te~tual evidence. 

7.2 Old Tamil literature has preserved two specific terms denoting exclus;ve 
and common areas of a cHy~ town or village: 

cccri ( < " kccri) town, village, ham·let, street, passage, quarters, 
(OED 1669.) 

paalli town, city. village, hamlet, street, section or part of a 
village, (OED 3347.) 

While both the words have broadly the same meaning, there is a marked 
difference in their usage. Tile word cecri denotes an exclusive part of a vi llage 
either for the Brahmanas (as medieval temple inscriptions mention) or for the Pariahs 
(as in later usage). The idea of exclusiveness is present in both cases. The term 
paadi has no such exclusive connotation and is generally used for areas occupied by 
agriculturists, herdsmen and other middle castes. 
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7.3 It may be argued that even if the identification of the place signs in the 
Indus Script is valid, tbe p lace names preserved in Old Tamil literature may havc 
arisen in the historical period within the Tamil country and may have no relevance 
in interpreting the Indus ideograms. There is force in this contention. However. 
an interesting aspect of the linguistic parallels attempted here is the new insight they 
provide in the interpretation of the Old Tamil terms. r shall illustrate this aspect 
with the following c.'amples: 

Indus IdeogrftJns Dra,-idian parallel. Old Tamil u •• ges 

PALACE (Fig. 2) ·aka-tt-i akattiyaN 

(a) uLi ,uLai 
COURT (Fig. 7) ·cuuL-i (b) euuL"oor, uuLiyar 

(c) cooLiyar, cooLsr 

EXCLUSrvE QUARTERS (a) =ri 
(Fig. 90) -keeri (b) cce,a, 

ORDINARY QUARTERS ·paad-I (a) paadi 
(Fig. 9C) (b) paanhdiya.r 

7.4 These parallels bring out a remarkable and hitherto completely unsus
pected correlation of the Old TamiJ words list¢d above. The name of the eponymous 
ancestor of the Tamil race(akattiyaN) as well as those of the three most ancient royal 
houses of the Tamil country (ceera, cooLa, paanhdiya) now appear etymologically 
connected to place names. Here One may recall the traditional legend that the 
Cheras, the Cholas and the Pandyas were brothers who originallY lived together in 
one place (Caldwell, Comparative Grammar of the Dravidan Languages, 1361 :14). It 
is also significant that in the carliest of the Tamil works, the terms Chera, Chola and 
Pandya Were used attributively in the manner of place names, preceding personal 
names, and it was only during the medieval period that this arrangement was reversed 
and these terms were sufiL .. d as dynastic appellations followillg the personal names 
of the kings. (compare the earlier names like ceetaN ecogkudduvaN, cooLaN Dcdung
kilh1hi, and paanhdiyaN nedunjceLiyaN with the later names like raajnraaja-c
cooLaN and Suntara-paanhdiyaN.) 

8. To summarise, the place signs discussed in the paper are illustrated 
together with some re-arrangement in a chan (Fig. 10) for comparative morpho
graphic study. . 



No. FIGS RECTANGULAR RHOMBOID OVAL lDEOGRAPHIC 
FORMS FORMS FORMS MEANINGS 

rro -~o -
0 HOUSE, 

FIG. ; PLACE. 

ENCLOSURE 

11 FIG. 2 0 0 PALACE 

I 
1 

III FIG. I [BE] ~ ~ . 
CITY 

a Xl 
PLACE OF 

IV riG. S 
MEETING OR 

ASSEMBLY 

V FIG . 7 0 ] (j COURT 

HH >A 
ORDINARY 

VI F lO. 9 
QUARTERS 

HH ~ 
EXCLUSI VE 

VII FlG.9 QUARTERS 

Fig. JO. Morphographic Analysis of place Signs 
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It will be seen that the entire set of place signs is composed of two ele 
ments only, viz:, (a) an outline representing the plan of an enclosure, place or house, 
and (b) cross-roads, either open or closed. Secondly, the place-signs with the elemenl 
(a) tend to occur in three graphic forms, viz, (i) rectangular, (ii) rhomboid and (iii)oval, 
which are mere variants as may be estahlished by a study of parallel texts. (Some of 
the fo rms shown within square brackets arc reconstructions of hypothetical earlier 
s tages.) While J have compared the Indus signs with the corresponding graphic 
forms in Egyptian, Sumerian and other scripts, I do not mean 10 suggest that the 
Indus forms were directly borrowed from the otber pictographic scripts. The basic 
elements, namely 'enclosure' and 'streets'are So fundamental to settled human societ
ies and the graphic motifs so simple that they may have existed from al least Late 
Neolithic period and may have influenced different pictographic scripts by 'idea 
diffusion'. In my view, the ideographic identifications proposed in this paper, while 
stiU tentative, rest on more firm grounds tban tbe linguistic parallels whicb require 
further study before they can be confirmed. II .. 
Note on Transliteration 

(Tbe system of transliteration prescribed for this Conference is' adopted fa r 
transliterated Dravidian terms in thick type. Proper names and common words 
printed in Roman type are not transliterated .) 
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NOTES ON ILLUSTRATIONS .. 
" '. 

Fig. 1. p,. .. Mackay, I; Vats, 390. 
ll. Marshall, 432;' Mackay', 579. 

• • 
C. Marshall, 59; Mackay, 522. 
O. Gardiner, 0.49. 

Fig. 2. A. Gardiner, 0.6; (see also 0.7 to 10). 
B. Indian Archaeology: A Reriew, 1960- 61, PI. 'XLVlII-B. • 
C. Marchall, 57. 
O. Marshall, 22. 

Fig. 3. A. As in Fig. 2B. 
B. Marshall, 246. 
C. Marshall, 31. 

Fig. 4. A. Hypothetical reconstruction; See Fjg. IA. 
B. As in Fig. III . 
C. ~s in Fig . . IC. 
O. As in Fig. 2B. 
E. As in Fig. 2C. 
F. As in Fig. 20. 

Fig. 5. A. Gardiner, 0.1; (See also 0.2 and 0.3). 
B. Diringer, Fig. 12.3 (b) 5. 
C. Marshall, 450. 
D. Vats, 6. 
E. Marshall, 135; Vats, 379. 
F. Marshall, 6; Mackay, 262. 

Fig. 6. A. As in Fig. 2B. 
B. As in Fig. 2C. 
C. As in Fig. 2D. 
D. As in Fig. SC. 
E. As in Fig. SD. 
F. As in Fig. 5E. 

Fig. 7. A. Gardiner, 0.4. 
B. Gardiner, 0.13. 
C. Gardiner, 0.15. 
D. Jenson, Fig. 36. 
E. Marshall, 106. 
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Fig. ~. A. Lcgrain. Seal No. 431. 
B. Falkenstein, 631. 
C. [bid. 
D . Barton, 30!. 
E. H ypotheticnl reconstruction. 
F. Marshall, 227. 
G. Mackay, 574. 

Fig. 9 . A . Langdon, Inmdet Nasr, 136. 
B. Karlgren, 748 b. 
C. Marshall , 370; Va~, I. 
D. Marshall , 100, 102. 

Fig. 10. Illustrations in this chart have been incl uded in the earlier figures. 

N .B. Numbers following Mackay, Marshall and Vats refer to seals. Other 
numbers (except where otherwise stated) refer to sign-lists. 
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